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Working together for a safer Scotland

SFRS uses digital technology in a 
huge variety of ways to support 
its day-to-day activities. Whether 
it’s mobilising resources to 
operational incidents and making 
sure that our front line have all 
the data and intelligence they 
need, or using business systems to 
manage and control our resources, 
technology touches every part of 
our Service.

INTRODUCTION

ICT, is now encompassed by the description ‘digital 
technology’

ICT is a fast-moving, ever-changing environment - 
the pace of change in technology has accelerated 
significantly in recent years leading to a widespread 
increase in the use of personal devices to access 
data, information and services in the workplace. 
SFRS needs to embrace and exploit this technical 
revolution which has evolved  - and will continue 
to evolve - to ensure our Service makes best use 
of available data and information to improve our 
services to the public and to aid our joint working 
with public sector partners. 

This strategy will paint a vision of how the Service 
aims to use technology in the future. It will describe 
a set of principles that we will work to in order to 
ensure that our vision becomes reality, it will detail 
the activities the ICT teams will undertake to work 
towards the vision, and it will outline how we can 
use digital technology to help the service achieve 
Best Value.

Sarah O’Donnell
Director of Finance and Contractual Services
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Simply, without digital technology our Service 
could not work effectively and do the job it does for 
communities right across Scotland.

For example, on a daily basis our ICT teams:

•	 look after and manage the Service’s IT 
equipment

•	 develop and implement the systems that 
make the Service tick

•	 ensure that our network is secure and resilient 
– so that we can communicate with each other 
and our front line

•	 ensure the Service’s people are trained and 
comfortable using our systems. 

The term digital technology is used to describe 
the use of digital resources to effectively find, 
analyse, create, communicate and use information 
in a digital context including the use of web 
tools, digital media tools, programming tools 
and software applications.  Any system is said to 
be using digital technology if it uses parts which 
contain or make use of binary or digital logic. This 
can be in hardware or software.  In essence what 
we have always known as computer systems, IT or 
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When the eight fire and rescue 
services in Scotland combined 
in 2013, we faced a number of 
technology challenges as a single 
Service.  

Each service had separate ICT infrastructures in 
which there were a whole host of different systems 
and services being delivered. Many of these did not 
have supporting documentation or information. 
In short, many parts of SFRS inherited an ageing, 
unsuitable and unsecure infrastructure with 
inconsistent support mechanisms that would not be 
up to the task of dealing with the challenges faced 
by delivering a new, single fire and rescue service 
for Scotland.

Much of the first year of SFRS has been about 
laying the groundwork – making sure SFRS has 
a solid foundation to build a single, modern, fit 
for purpose, ICT infrastructure and service across 
Scotland.  We believe that by doing this – by 
ensuring that our resources are appropriate, reliable 
and useful – we will make our frontline personnel 
better equipped to reduce risk to people living in 
communities here in Scotland. 

In order to help us meet the challenges that fire 
reform has presented the Service has ensured that 
the people who use technology are at the heart 
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THE CHALLENGE OF FIRE SERVICE REFORM

of the work being done to transform our digital 
solutions.  

When developing our forward plans – which are 
outlined further on in this strategy – we’ve carefully 
considered the Service’s Strategic Plan and various 
directorate or departmental strategies; we’ve also 
looked at some of the biggest risks to the Service 
following reform; we’ve carried out consultation 
using tried and tested engagement models and 
we’ve conducted a lot of research into what’s 
happening in our external environment – what new 
trends or systems are emerging that SFRS can take 
advantage of.

We’ve also undertaken some external assurance 
so that we know our plans are robust, we’ve been 
in discussion with industry experts and they have 
reviewed, challenged and ultimately validated our 
plans.
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OUR VISION

SFRS is a big organisation – even 
with a streamlined, single ICT 
infrastructure we will need a range 
of different systems, tools and 
services to deliver for our staff.

Despite this, we have a clear, simple and focused 
vision: 

We want our people to 
have access to the right 
information on the right 
device at the right time.

Our staff need access to data to do their jobs. From 
there, they can turn that data into information which 
helps develop the wisdom to deliver our services 
and contribute towards better outcomes for the 
people of Scotland.  Our ICT teams will work to 
ensure that staff have access to the right data. 
We will develop and implement systems so 
that this is accurate, comprehensive and easy 
to access. 
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The working world has changed – staff aren’t tied 
to a desk anymore, they work on the go. In the fire 
and rescue service this has always been the case, 
at an operational level our crews need data to help 
them safely bring incidents to a close.  We will also 
provide solutions or ‘apps’ that will allow staff to 
capture valuable information whilst out and about 
and feed that information directly into systems 
which can be accessed by everyone.  SFRS will 
strive to use mobile technology to its maximum 
potential to make sure that information is 
available through resilient and secure means 
to our staff on the ground and to our people 
who work flexibly. 

Data

Wisdom

Knowledge

Information
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The rise of smartphone and tablet technology has 
seen a seismic shift in user expectations, which 
increases with every generation and incarnation of 
this technology. Generally, people expect data to 
come to them, they only want to see applications 
that they use and need – not everything that’s 
available -  and they want to be able to do things 
online, not fill out a myriad of paper forms to get 
things done.   We share this view and ICT will 
work to develop a corporate app store that 
allows staff to download the applications 
they need to do their job. We will work to 
push data to users, or at least make it easy 
to find and we will develop an online forms 
library to facilitate self-service within SFRS.

Social media has changed the world, billions of 
people worldwide use a variety of social platforms 
every day and more and more this is changing 
the business world too. ICT will facilitate and 
encourage the use of social business tools like 
Yammer, Twitter and SharePoint teamsites 
to make it easy for people to collaborate 
with colleagues both inside and outside the 
Service. We will also use social media and 
digital technology to deliver relevant online 
services to the public.

SFRS is spread over a large geographical area in a 
number of locations. It is unrealistic for us to assume 
that groups of staff who need to communicate or 
support each will be at the same location – it is 
equally unrealistic to assume that staff are always 
able to travel and meet. We will use technology 
to deliver remote support for staff wherever 
we can. This includes facilitating remote 
video support at incidents as well as staff 
working in remote locations or from home. 
We will also invest in video-conferencing 
technology to really help our people work 
together.
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BENEFITS

Delivering this strategy will lead 
to a number of benefits being 
realised for SFRS. Having access 
to accurate, timely and relevant 
data will further improve decision 
making in the Service as all of us 
have better information at our 
fingertips.

Successful delivery of this strategy can also have 
an impact as we strive to improve community and 
firefighter safety. For example, with access to the 
right systems at the right time there is potential 
for video support at incidents in remote areas. At 
present officers would need to drive to the incident 
to offer support – with the right resources in place 
SFRS could facilitate recording equipment that 
would allow senior officers the opportunity to look 
at what’s happening on-scene and either offer 
support or get more information before deciding 
whether or not to mobilise.

Furthermore, processes improved by automation 
and a reduction in duplication will help us deliver a 
more efficient service and contribute to the service 
achieving Best Value.

There is also increasing evidence that having first 
class ICT systems can help an organisation become 
an employer of choice with studies showing that 
having the right resources available can attract and 
help keep the best people.
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OUR DIGITAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Priorities might change – new 
work might appear on the horizon 
which we weren’t expecting – but 
our design principles will guide 
everything we do and will allow us 
flexibility to address the technical 
and organisational challenges we 
will face going forward as SFRS 
develops and changes in the 
future. 

Our principles are:

Access from anywhere with any device
We believe that all of our solutions should be 
device independent. Regardless of whether staff 
are sitting at a desk in an office, using a tablet while 
working from home or on a smartphone while out 
and about, our systems should work for them.

We can make this happen by developing mobile 
corporate apps and facilitating remote and flexible 
working. Our staff are like everyone else – they 
expect to be able to access content they are 
interested in or need from a variety of sources and 
places.

Innovation and responsiveness built in to 
everything we do
When delivering digital solutions we will challenge 
the status quo at every turn. We will look at the 
processes we use at an end-to-end level and how 
technology can make things easier and help reduce 
duplication.

When we’re developing our mobile corporate 
apps we will make sure that they’re responsive 
so that our people can get full use of the content 
wherever they are. We will also apply this principle 
to solutions provided to the public.

User centred design – people will be at the 
heart of everything we do
We want to make our solutions easy – at home, 
when staff log on to a website they expect it to be 
easy and don’t think they should have to be trained 
to use it. Our solutions will take this aspiration on 
board.

We will make this happen by working closely with 
users in the design and development of solutions, 
applying user centred Agile techniques to deliver 
system requirements more speedily and develop 
mechanisms for users to feedback their views in a 
continuous improvement loop. 
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Our ICT trainers will address areas where there are 
skills gaps and work hard to make sure that users are 
kept up-to-date and have somewhere to turn when 
they encounter difficulties. 

Our ICT training will be user-led: we won’t assume 
that we know what people want so we’ll let them 
tell us.

We will make sure everything we deliver meets our 
strict accessible design standards and is delivered 
in plain English, not technical jargon.

We will align all of our work with government 
strategies
We don’t want to work in isolation, that’s why 
everything we do will be aligned to government 
IT strategies. As part of the Scottish Government 
Justice ‘family’ we will also align with the Justice 
Digital Strategy to ensure effective working 
together.

Everything we do will be digital by default, unless 
it’s impossible to do so. This saves money, is more 
environmentally friendly and makes life easier for an 
organisation like SFRS whose people are spread all 
over the country. 

‘Digital by default’ or ‘digital first’ is a commitment 
from UK and Scottish governments to provide as 
many public services as possible through electronic 
means – for SFRS this could mean members of the 
public being able to make an appointment for a 
home fire safety visit online and members of staff 
being able to update their personal circumstances 
on the HR system through self-service online.  

Within the organisation it’s about enabling staff to 
undertake business processes online and phasing 
out paper based systems.

We are committed to open data - there is a vast 
amount of data out there which we’ll capture, make 
sense of and then make openly available where 
we can. Where appropriate we will provide access 
to Cloud based information solutions from other 
public and private sector organisations to enhance 
our users’ information library.  

Open data is data that can be freely used, reused 
and redistributed by anyone - subject only, at most, 
to the requirement to attribute and share alike. Many 
public bodies publish a wide range of information 
and government digital strategies promote the 
wider adoption of publishing and using open data.  
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We will adopt this approach both internally 
and externally, publishing our information for 
both internal and external users through a ‘data 
marketplace’. For SFRS this could allow users to 
pick up information on operational performance 
in their area and use it for their own reporting with 
confidence that it is accurate and up to date.
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The next section outlines the 
general activities which SFRS will 
undertake to deliver the digital 
strategy over the next three 
years with more specific detail 
being documented in the Annual 
Operating Plan in each year.

What we’ll do

•	 We will work to consolidate all our different data 
streams and business systems as we continue to 
integrate the Service’s digital provision.

•	 We will deliver projects that rationalise our 
business applications such as our HR/Payroll, 
Command and Control and Operational 
Intelligence systems.

•	 We will make sure that ICT provision is ready to 
enable the Service’s property strategic intent 
plans.

•	 We will ensure that all our systems are secure and 
that we have appropriate licences for everything 
we use.

•	 We will develop robust policies and procedures 
for using ICT in the Service.

OUR STRATEGY

How we’ll know if we’ve been successful

•	 If we have a set of data streams and business 
systems that serve the whole Service.

•	 If the Service’s business application projects 
remain on time and on budget.

•	 ICT provision is in place and is ready to support 
changes to our property estate as they occur.

•	 If we don’t suffer security breaches and our 
security quality assurance checks are successful.

•	 Our staff are confident using technology and are 
aware of their responsibilities for its appropriate 
use.
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What we’ll do

•	 We will further develop our infrastructure and 
enhance our core services like telephony, our 
wide and local area networks (WAN and LAN) 
and take up the services provided by the Scottish 
Wide Area Network (SWAN).

•	 We will continue to develop on-going projects 
that further rationalise our business systems such 
as Business Intelligence, and applications such as 
crewing and availability and asset management 
in line with the Service’s priorities. 

•	 We will make sure that the ICT provision is ready 
to enable the Service’s property strategic intent 
plans

•	 We will develop a print strategy to ensure that 
the Service is achieving best value and delivering 
savings in terms of how much printing of 
materials takes place.

•	 As part of our digital service provision 
programme, we will develop a range of 
enhanced user support mechanisms, including 
self-service and training provision to suit user 
needs and to ensure consistent customer service 
standards.

How we’ll know if we’ve been successful

•	 If we have integrated network infrastructure that 
supports our key activities.

•	 If the Service’s business application projects 
remain on time and on budget.

•	 ICT provision is in place and is ready to support 
changes to our property estate as they occur.

•	 If a print strategy is in place and is delivering 
efficiencies for the Service.

•	 Users are able to access adequate and 
appropriate support to allow them to make best 
use of the technology they are using.
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What we’ll do

•	 We will further develop our infrastructure and 
enhance our core services. We will consider and 
commence an asset replacement programme, 
and prepare for the Firelink replacement 
programme. 

•	 We will continue to develop projects that 
enhance and renew our business applications 
such as prevention and protection applications, 
training provision and e-learning, facilities 
management, in line with the Service’s priorities.

•	 We will make sure that ICT provision enables the 
Service’s strategic intent plans

•	 We will provide fully accessible teamsites to 
allow collaboration with colleagues and external 
partners

How we’ll know if we’ve been successful

•	 If we have integrated network infrastructure 
that supports our key activities and are working 
towards future requirements and solutions.

•	 If the Service’s business application projects 
remain on time and on budget.

•	 ICT provision is in place and is ready to support 
changes to our property estate as they occur.

•	 If our users have access to their team and project 
information when and where they need it
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OUR KEY ENABLERS

This strategy can’t be delivered 
on its own. It needs a whole range 
of things to support it. Since fire 
service reform, the ICT department 
has been working hard behind the 
scenes to lay the groundwork so that 
we can implement our plans and 
deliver our vision.

ICT Department 
We’ve been developing the structure of the 
department and made sure that we’ve got the right 
people in the right posts to deliver this strategy. Of 
course, our structure will change over time to meet 
our business requirements, but this strategy will 
guide any changes that take place.

Our ICT department has already been hard at work 
making sure that the right supplier partnerships are 
in place to make sure we can deliver. Our strategic 
suppliers know what we want to do and we will 
work together to make SFRS’ vision a reality. 

Project Methodology
With so much change taking place in the Service 
we have implemented a robust ICT project 
management methodology based on Prince2 and 
are using a development methodology known as 
Agile. The Agile development approach involves 
users at every stage of the development process 
and delivers small pieces of the system at a time 
to get feedback from users and to make sure the 
system is meeting their needs.   We will apply Agile 
principles to our software development projects 
to make sure that they are delivered on time, on 
budget and meeting user requirements effectively.

Business Engagement
Our ICT business services team will work closely 
with the organisation and its key stakeholders to 
make sure that ICT is meeting service requirements. 
Customer service mechanisms, including service 
levels and standards, will enable continuous 
improvement in the ICT services we provide and 
this will help us ensure that we are delivering the 
exact services that SFRS needs.

Quality and Standards
Quality should be at the heart of everything that 
happens in SFRS and ICT embraces that approach. 
ICT will use external quality tools to make sure 
we’re delivering to the highest possible level 
and when developing new digital solutions we 
will always ensure that we use specific open 
standards as part of our assured approach to ICT 
architectural standards. The mandating of specific 
industry open standards will make our ICT solutions 
fully interoperable and able to be shared and 
scaled across organisational boundaries. Using 
industry standards will allow SFRS systems to 
more effectively interface with other systems and 
technologies. 

Building upon the success of other standards based 
initiatives we will seek to adopt the principles of 
the International Standard for Information Security 
as a means to ensuring that the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of services and systems we 
commission are managed, maintained and assured 
to the highest possible level.

For more information on our Digital Strategy or 
the work that we’re doing in SFRS 
please contact Sandra Fox, Head of ICT on 
sandra.fox@firescotland.gov.uk.
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